ACTIVI TY ORGANI ZER

What’s this booklet?

The activity organizer is a tool for you to inspect
your changed environment and your situation
more clearly.

Sometimes we face challenges, pivotal events
in our lives that call for a review and change in our
life practice. You can review your routines and
activities and fit them to your changed life.
Organizing activities in this booklet is a way to do
this.
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Why is this good for me?

By organizing your activities you can harmonize
your knowledge about your daily routine and how
you spend your time.
You can also map out how you want to change.

Filling this activity organizer can become a habit,
a new solution in your toolset of life practices.
You can open, fill or change the organizer any
time you want.
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You will be expressing yourself with writing in this booklet.
Why write?

structure

change perspective

reflect

It helps you structure
and oversee
what is important.

It helps you push
aside intrusive thoughts
and focus on what’s
important.

It helps you
draw up the learning
points for yourself.
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How does it work?
The activity organizer has 2 major parts.
In the first part you browse your activities.
Activities that filled and structured your life,
lending you a sense of security and control.
Then you will select the important ones,
the ones you want to adapt.

A

In the second part you adapt your activities
to fit the challenges of your changing
environment. Then you restructure your daily
routine. This way you can adopt a new routine
that gives you a new sense of structure
and security.

B
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Important note
You are filling this booklet for yourself.
No one will read it, check it or peak into it.

From:
To:

Feel free to be honest, there is no right or wrong question!
Any thought, emotion or reaction you have is
valuable and counts as a “valid answer”.
You can skip, skim through and return to tasks if you want to.
You control how deep you want to explore
each question.
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Arrive
You will spend the next 1-2 hours focusing on yourself. Try to make this work relaxing.
You might have a better idea about how to do this but we also help on the next two pages.
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ARRIVE
Write here!

This is a black box.
You can fill the black box with urgent tasks
and nagging thoughts that demand your attention!
There’s a vast space for them in the black box.
They will wait for you here until you finish the
booklet.

You decide what
you want to put in the black box
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You have control over the environment you will work in.
You know the best about what you need to do to have a calm session.

ARRIVE

We will give you a few tips. You can change or reorganize...

This plant needed
some space so we
gave it some.

...what you see
in front of you.

...what smell
or flavor you
feel.

...whatever is distracting
your attention.

...what you hear
in the background.

what you feel
on your skin.
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Browse
In the next section you will take a look at the different sides of your activities. The goal of these tasks is for you to
browse over in-depth the activities of your life.
Some of the tasks will be easier because they fit your life practice. Some of them will be harder to think over.
These hard ones are the biggest learning opportunities for you.
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Exploring your environment

BROWSE

Look around! Walk around your flat and your computer, peek into the
contant of folders and stacks of paper!
What objects trigger an activity in you? What activities do they
bring to your mind if you look at them?

You have a lot
of space to create
separate groups.
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Activity mirror

BROWSE

I felt the most complete when I could spend time with these
activities

If you don’t have an answer
right away, daydream about
it!

Activities that connect me with different communities.

Maybe some activities
to which you were
invited by friends?

Up and down: these activities accelerate or slow you down

BROWSE

Two or three activities that usually relieved me

Two or three activities which I hate but still have to do

Two or three activities in which I channeled energy from others

Two or three activities in which others channeled energy from me

Clock of activities

BROWSE

The first two or three activities that I allways did after waking up

The last two or three activities which I allways did before
going to sleep

Maybe just
usually...

Two or three activities that I allways finished quickly and
productively

Two or three activities which I had to spend my time to dive into if I
wanted to be successfull

Write on the line!

BROWSE

Which activity of yours
has a rhythm like
this process?

Don’t feel forced
to match an activity to
this one, if you can’t!
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Browse
You have come to a pivot point in your daily life due to internal or external motives.
It’s possible that you can’t see the conseequences clearly.
You can prepare for this uncertainty if you select the activities that you want to protect and adapt.
The next three exercises help you in choosing.
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The pivot affected how stable, regular and important your various activities
will be. How big is its effect?

Activities that are affected
more by the pivot than me

Activities that are affected both
by the pivot and me

BROWSE

Activities that are affected
more by me than the pivot

This small section is for
the most important one!
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Due to the pivot, you have to change and adapt some of your activities
You have listed a lot of ectivities so far.

BROWSE

Which of those are the ones that you want to keep, but you know they need to
change? Select four!
Tag them with an activity
so you will remember it later!

You will take these with
yourself
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This is the drawer of your suspensed activities. Due to the pivot, you might have to
suspend some of your activities and put them in the drawer.

BROWSE

What you put away in the drawer

Its understandable if you
have to put away something
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So far you’ve looking
at your past
activities

Have a rest!

From this point,
look ahead!
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RESHAPE
The rest of the pages prepare you for an unknown but close future.
First, you will rearrange the four activities you selected. You will fit them to your life practice after the pivot by
looking for a new goal, alternative or substitute. The next few tasks will help you in this.
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Activities can be changed by yourself, too.
What changes have you considered recently
about these activities?

RESHAPE

There’s enough space for three or four directions...
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You probably have some people from your community, who found themselves in the same
situation as you. Some of them might have overcome those challenges that you are still
struggling with.

RESHAPE

If you turn to them, you might find out more...
What kind of extrernal sources do you lean on to make these changes in your life?
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You will have the opportunity next week to test some changes of these activities.
Formulate a goal for all tagged activities!

RESHAPE
Only one sentence can fit in this small space.

Who else should know about your new goals?

What is your order of priority regarding
your new objectives?

It’s always difficult to prioritize...
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RESTRUCTURE
There’s no typical day. In the next for exercises you will fill four atypical ones so you can adapt
to the pivot flexibly.
Each day has some boundaries and rules formulated by us. Their content is filled by you, however.
If you get stuck, don’t hesitate to go back a few pages to fefresh your mind!
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The summit-type day is centered around teh success of one activity.

RESTRUCTURE

Which activity do you put on the peak of your summit-days from now on? What
supplementary activities can help you reach the peak?

You don’t have to
challenge the summit
every day.

The more you complete,
the higher the chance of success!
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Basket-type days are made up of optional activities.
You prepare them so you can choose whatever you like later.
You will get to spend time with the ones you love the most!

RESTRUCTURE

What would you use a day like this for? Put some activities inside the basket that
you would love to, but wouldn’t want to be forced to do!

Some activities will
be outside the basket-day.

Its okay if you put
“daydreaming” in here!
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A list-type day is strongly structured.
Every activity you do is a step in a well-defined algorythm you run
pretty much sequentially.

RESTRUCTURE

How will you spend days like these from now on?

If you don’t have a day like this,
maybe you should give it a try.

It’s okay if you miss
some of the times.
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The unexpected-type day is dominated by an unknown activity. You will spend
most of your time with this unknown challenge.

RESTRUCTURE

No thanks to the pivot, these days might be a bit more frequent than before.
What activities do you want to do even on these days?

Most of it is
unknown

One version of unknown
can be a sudden burst of
lazyness, which is okay.
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In the next week you will have an opportunity to test these day-types.

RESHAPE

These day-plans are the first drafts, you can create new versions with pra
Which day fits you the least?

You decide if you want to try it.

What type of day will you have tomorrow?

What type is missing from this
collection of day types?

How can you check if it went
according to plan?

If you plan like you did with these
four, will it be more clear?
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